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RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT 
Snap-on Equipment for TESLA workshops
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GEOLINER®

678 LIFT

270 cm

170 cm

Short bay
Only 1,70 m between cameras 
and turntables. The smallest 
footprint for a 3D aligner.

Audit
Audit mode quickly identifi es if 
a car needs adjustment.

Advanced dimensions 
Chassis data as diagonals, track 
width and wheelbase indicate 
collision damage. Rolling 
Radius measurement and tyre 
size mismatch are common 
contributors to pull problems.

geoliner® 678 has been designed for 
specialty shops that want a professional 
quality aligner with proven accuracy.

Electrical supply
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

• Touchless AC400 wheel clamping system
• Fast and easy to use, the AC400 clamping system provides 

secure clamping without touching the rim. This patented 
technology allows accurate and repeatable results coupled 
with ease of use and durability. No accessories needed to 
accommodate the full range of tire sizes.

• Patented Cross-Diagonal and Rolling Radius
• EZ-Toe eliminates the need for a steering wheel holder
• Adjustable single tie rod, A-Arm, drag link and cradle
• Increased access to adjustments with „Wheels Off “ Mode
• Maximize profi tability with integrated, fast audit check

Reference TESLA: 1505498-00-A
PART NO. EEWAEU715TB4

WHEEL 
ALIGNERS
Hofmann’s professional wheel alignment 
systems can perform precise complete checks 
in a short time, assessing the toe (even at the 
maximum steering angle), caster and camber 
of wheels.

They are also equipped with high-resolution 
cameras and an extended model database so 
as to make alignment easier. What is more, 
they detect if the tyres mounted are of a 
diff erent size, as it could lead to issues. Results 
are shown in 3D via an intuitive user interface 
that makes it easier to read the outcome of 
the diagnosis.

No rim contact AC400 wheel 
clamping system
Fast and easy to use, it 
provides secure clamping 
without touching the rim. This 
patented technology allows 
accurate and repeatable 
results coupled with ease of 
use and durability.

Added 
Space:
1 meter
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GEODYNA®

9000P

GEODYNA®

8200-2P

Wheel diagnostics made easy - completely 
automatic with diagnostics features

Wheel balancer with non-contact data entry 
and diagnostic functions

Electrical supply
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

• Five hi-res 3D imaging technology cameras scan the entire 
wheel and rim profi le including tread surface, sidewall, bead 
seat and rim fl ange

• VPM measurement technology for uncompromised accuracy 
• Power Clamp™, unique torque-controlled wheel clamping
• Automatic acquisition of rim diameter, rim width and off set
• Automatic selection of balancing mode and weight position
• Automatic detection of number and position of spokes
• Radial and lateral run-out combined with unbalance 

measurement in a single fast measuring run
• Tyre pull eff ect (tyre conicity)
• Tread depth and wear analysis
• Tyre wear-out prediction 
• Alignment pre-checking
• All diagnostic results in brilliant 3D colour maps 

• VPM measurement technology for uncompromised accuracy 
• Power Clamp™, unique torque-controlled wheel clamping
• Off set and diameter acquisition via laser scanner
• Rim width acquisition via Smart Sonar™ 
• Automatic selection of balancing mode and weight position 
• Stop-in-Position: touch the display and the wheel goes to 

weight-placement position
• easyWEIGHT™, a laser spot shows exactly where to place the weight
• The telescopic wheel guard allows the installation against the wall
• Bright rim illumination thanks to iLED™
• Split weight mode, weight minimization and optimization
• Network: printing capability, compatible with asanetwork

Rims and tyres are among the parts of a 
vehicle that undergo the most stress. They 
need to last for a long time, on all kind of road 
surfaces and in all weathers. Wheel balance 
must therefore be carefully checked every 
time the tyres are changed. 

Hofmann’s professional balancers for tyre 
dealers, shops and garages meet all kinds of 
needs. They help make tyre rotation uniform at 
all speeds; in little time, they eliminate steering 
wheel vibrations which are potentially harmful 
for mechanic components and prevent tyre 
treads from wearing unevenly. 

All Hofmann balancers are easy, quick and 
safe to use and they are also hard-wearing. 
They feature the most advanced diagnostic 
solutions available, 3D laser cameras and 
touch screen monitors, leading to high 
productivity and precise balancing even when 
processing high volumes of tyres.

WHEEL 
BALANCERS

Electrical supply 
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

easyALU™
Touch the rim with the 
gauge arm to enter the rim 
dimensions and automatically 
select the weight balancing 
mode.

Bare rim measurement 
The machine recognises at 
once if there is a rim only and 
performs high quality and 
accurate measurement of 
bead seat run-out. Using the 
real low point of the wheel’s 
bead seats, it ensures the most 
eff ective match-mounting, 
shape vibrations correction and 
driving comfort.

Match-Mounting
3D image technology 
performs an accurate radial 
run-out measurement of 
the wheel assembly and 
rim. The wheel assembly 
roundness is maximized by the 
match-mounting procedure, 
guaranteeing the minimization 
of shape vibrations.

3D Imaging Technology
The 3D image technology is 
an exceptional suite of tools 
for advanced data collection 
and analysis. It involves fi ve 
high-resolution laser cameras, 
one of which is displaceable, 
scanning the complete rim and 
tyre profi le.

Reference TESLA: 151318-00-A

Reference TESLA: 151318-00-A

PART NO. EEWB771AE1

PART NO. EEWB766BE1
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GEODYNA®

7800-2P

GEODYNA®

7500L

Wheel balancer with automatic non-contact 
data entry

Accurate and ergonomic, for medium-
volume tyre shops

Electrical supply
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

Electrical supply
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

• VPM measurement technology for uncompromised accuracy 
• Power Clamp™, unique torque-controlled wheel clamping
• Off set and diameter acquisition via laser scanner
• Rim width acquisition via Smart Sonar™ 
• Automatic selection of balancing mode and weight position 
• Stop-in-Position: touch the display and the wheel goes to 

weight-placement position
• easyWEIGHT™, a laser spot shows exactly where to place the weight
• The telescopic wheel guard allows the installation against the wall
• Bright rim illumination thanks to iLED™
• Split weight mode, weight minimization and optimization
• Network: printing capability, compatible with asanetwork

• Intuitive dual 3-digit LED display for the amount readings and 
bright weight position indicators – in raised ergonomic position

• easyWeight™: Pinpoint laser light indicator to accurately and 
conveniently position adhesive weights on the wheel.

• Semi-automatic input of off set and rim diameter via 2D SAPE 
and automatic rim width acquisition via Smart Sonar™ – fast 
and easy

• Semi-automatic pre-selection of balancing mode via easyALU™
• Imbalance minimisation and optimisation programs
• VPM measurement technique for uncompromised accuracy
• QuickBAL™ for reduced measurement time: Short start-stop 

cycle time: 4.5 seconds (15“ rim)
• New ergonomic weight tray
• Wheel clamping on an integrated fl ange with quick nut

Hofmann’s professional tyre changers can 
manage all kinds of tyres. Our catalogues 
include manual, semi-automatic or 
superautomatic bike and car tyre changers. 

Our tyre changers were designed with 
specialized tyre assistance centres and 
ordinary garages in mind, even ones with 
a very high productivity. The materials and 
manufacturing techniques make Hofmann’s 
manual changers long-lasting, easy to use 
and reliable. The advanced technology used 
for the more automated models perfectly 
manages the tools that take care of the 
various operations necessary for a quick and 
precise tyre change.

TYRE 
CHANGERS

quickLOK™
Electromechanical center post 
rim clamping system

• Fast and eff ortless
• Easily operated by a wireless 

command located on the 
shaft

• Always provides constant 
locking force and damage-
free operation

Dynamic bead breaker
Dynamic double bead breaker 
system - rim damage-free

• Pneumatic tilt of the disks
• Unique disc design

powerMONT™
The leverless mount / demount 
tool

• Automatic positioning and 
easy bead grab / extraction 
trajectory

• Automatic synchronization 
of the horizontal position of 
the M/D tool and the two 
bead breaker disks made by 
a servo drive

smartSpeed™
The innovative technology 
- patent - protected - that 
optimises the torque applied 
to the wheel and automatically 
sets the maximum rotation 
speed of the wheel accordingly

Reference TESLA: 151318-00-A
PART NO. EEWB753BE1

Reference TESLA: 151318-00-A
PART NO. EEWB760AE1

Optional accessories
• 4028201 FP 5.2 Flange
• EAK0315G93A Set of 9 Collets

THE DANGER ZONE
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MONTY®

8800G

MONTY®

8700B Tested

Tested

MONTY® 3300 
RACING + 
EASYMONT®

Reference TESLA: 1517317-00-A
PART NO. EEWH778AE4

Reference TESLA: 1517317-00
PART NO. EEWH763AE8

Reference TESLA: 1517317-00-A
PART NO. EEWH770AE2

The tyre changer of choice for high volume 
tyre shops

Semi-automatic tyre changers

Electrical supply
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

Electrical supply
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

Electrical supply
100-240V 1Ph 50/60Hz

• Excellent with low-profi le, UHP and run-fl at tyres, high 
performing with tyres with high aspect ratio too

• powerMONT™ the innovative, fast and easy to use leverless 
mount/demount system

• quickLOK™ automatic center post clamping system
• smartSpeed™ the exclusive self-adjustable speed system up to 

20 rpm that provides the optimum torque/speed combination 
to the chuck

• Optimum bead breaker system: the most performing solution 
for any tyre’s types: Dynamic bead breaker with two disks, the 
solution of choice for RFT and UHP tyres. Precise, ergonomic 
and eff ortless. On fl oor bead breaker, the fastest solution for 
tyres with high aspect ratio

• Wireless command on the shaft handle to operate wheel lock/
unlock operations

• PBD330, Pneumatic Bead Depressor for convenient demounting 
of hard sidewall tyres

• High rigidity for a safe handling of high-performance tyres
• Topside bead seater
• Certifi ed by wdk

• The tyre changer of choice for low-profi le, UHP and run-fl at tyres
• powerMONT™ the innovative, fast and easy to use leverless 

mount/demount system
• smartSpeed™ the exclusive self-adjustable speed system up to 

20 rpm that provides the optimum torque/speed combination 
to the chuck

• Dynamic bead breaker with two disks, the solution of choice for 
RFT and UHP tyres. Precise, ergonomic and eff ortless

• Manual center post clamping system
• PBD330, Pneumatic Bead Depressor for convenient demounting 

of hard sidewall tyres
• High rigidity for safe handling of high-performance tyres
• Pedal-controlled infl ator
• Mirror to control operation on the lower bead
• Ergonomic wheel lift as option
• Certifi ed by wdk

Optional accessories
• 4025966 Bead Depressor Roller

Optional accessories
• EAA0377G29A Wheel lift suitable for monty® 8800G

Tyre changer for wheel width up to 15” 
and smartSpeed™ technology

• smartSpeed™ – the new exclusive self-adjustable speed system 
with inverter technology:
• Automatic speed control by inverter that maximises speed 

depending on the torque applied
• First speed as low as 7 rpm for critical tasks
• Second speed automatically adjusts between 7 and 18 rpm

• Double-acting bead breaker cylinder
• Mounting head adjustable in spaced-apart position relative to 

the rim
• Vertical positioning of the mounting head is carried out 

pneumatically, quickly and ergonomically
• Sliding jaws with rounded profi le and plastic protection inside 

off er an outer clamping range of 10“ to 24“, reduced clamping 
time and increased clamping force owing to cylinder with 
shorter stroke

• Conventional mounting / demounting tool (working range 8“ 
- 24“) with steel mounting head and plastic inserts for gentle 
operation on wheels

• Turntable with centre-type sliding jaws. Two clamping cylinders 
provide 30 to 40 % more clamping force than single-cylinder 
machines

• Pedal-operated pneumatic tilt-back post
• Post pneumatically locked in working position
• On-side bead breaker with adjustable blade inclination for 

diff erent wheel diameters, adjustable in three positions to grant 
high performance and fl exibility

• Toolbox with integrated pressure gauge and four ergonomic 
shelves for valves, tools and accessories, attached on separate 
tower

• Pedal-operated infl ator
• Quick-infl ating valve
• Low cabinet off ers an ergonomic height even with very wide 

wheels
• Maximum wheel width of 15“ covers all current OEM wheels in 

the market

Optional accessories
• EAA0377G29A Wheel lift suitable for monty® 8700B
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DUOLIFT® 
HL 4500 TALL

DUOLIFT® 
HL 3500 STD

DOWN

Hofmann’s lifts are developed for a wide range 
of vehicles (from mini-cars to medium-sized 
vans) and they ensure the safety of both 
operators and vehicles. 

Hofmann’s professional lifts enable you to 
work in complete safety. They are equipped 
with ergonomic controls and the most 
advanced ones also feature an optional 
console with secondary controls to remotely 
operate the lift. The extraordinarily sturdy cart 
and arms feature an automatic lubricating 
system.

LIFTS
Hydraulic two-post lift for vehicles up to 4.5 t

Hydraulic two-post lift for vehicles up to 3.5 t

Electrical supply
400-415 V 3ph 50 Hz

• Flexible installation: the lift is available in 2 versions that can 
be installed in 2 diff erent heights each at the time of the 
installation

• Versymmetric® Technology: Improves ergonomics of arm 
placement by combining symmetric and asymmetric lift 
advantages

• Large swing range with 3-stage front and 3-stage rear arms
• Controls are positioned in an ergonomic place on the primary 

column with clear indications of each push button
• Power Pack is mounted high thus off ering reduced noise 

performance
• Shut-off  bar: prevents cars to be damaged
• Comfort lowering: the lift will automatically go up a little 

bit to release the carriage from the safety lock and will then 
automatically lower the vehicle 

• CE stop technology instead of mechanical foot guards
• The 3 Stage arms allows always perfect access to the pickup 

points of every vehicle
• A rubber protection on the carriage ensures that there are no 

damages to the car door
• Optional remote control box to be mounted on the secondary 

column 

• Electro-hydraulic drive with automatic synchronisation via wire ropes
• Exclusive Versymmetric® technology, providing the versatility 

to lift both symmetrically and asymmetrically within the same 
service bay

• Large swing range with 3-stage front and 3-stage rear arms
• Standard version for conventional vehicles
• Control console with push-buttons in ergonomic position on the 

primary column
• Key-locked main switch
• Second control console on secondary column available as an 

optional accessory
• Powerful hydraulic power pack mounted high on the column
• Comfort lowering
• Electronic safety lock mechanism
• Optimum door clearance
• CE stop technology instead of mechanical foot guards
• Overhead crossbeam with shut-off  bar
• Flexible installation with two width options
• Vast range of accessories to accommodate a wide range of 

vehicles

Electrical supply 
400-415 V 3ph 50 Hz

Reference TESLA: 1505498-00-A

Reference TESLA: 1505498-00-A

PART NO. EELS722A

PART NO. EELS792A

Carriage and arms
Very rugged design with 
integrated grease fi tting and 
optimum door clearance when 
the car is placed on the lift. 
(Picture shows lift in wide 
installation)

Comfort lowering
Vehicle is lowered by simply 
pushing the lowering button. 
No need to activate the UP 
button to release the arms 
from the lock position.

3-stage arms
Front and rear 3 stage arms 
always allow a perfect access 
to the pick up points of the 
vehicle.

Versymmetric®
It combines the advantages 
of an asymmetric and a 
symmetric lift and improves 
the ergonomics when placing 
the arms to lift the car.
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Part of the machines is illustrated with optional 
extras which are available at extra cost. Technical 
and visual modifications reserved.

Snap-on Total Shop Solutions offers 
a wide range of garage equipment 
solutions for workshops, garages, 
car dealers and tyre shops, thanks to 
the specific solutions provided by its 
portfolio of premium brands.

www.hofmann-equipment.com/en/distributor


